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ABSTRACT
This paper argues that multicultural education

highlighting minority or ethnic groups in both English classes and
other classes cannot be isolated from the curriculum as a whole. The
underlying impetus behind the institution of multicultural education
is the emphasis of cultural pluralism and of working toward a society
where all people can live harmoniously in an atmosphere of mutual
respect. This, cannot be accomplished if minority students are the
only ones receiving multicultural education or if multicultural
education is separated from the study of English. Theorists such as
Gagivr. and Bloom, who have developed hierarchies of learning, can
provide useful models for structuring multicultural material into
sequences which facilitate congitive learning and help students
develop their own-identity. The work of Erikson, Ausubel, Rogers,
Rath, Torrance and Beuner can also be helpful in establishing methods
of teaching multicultural education in English classes. (TS)
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Multicultural Education: Perspective and Prospect

Multicultural education has changed markedly in the past thirty years,

and English clagses have been the scene of much of the change. After World

War II and the founding of the United Nations in 1945, educators in the

United States became concerned with understanding other cultures. While

organizations such as the American Field Service, Youth for Understanding,

and People to People were formed to provide tetondary school students with

opportunities for'developing international understanding, English anthologies

included literary selections designed to give students glimpses of cultures

different from their own. Stories of Schweitzer's work in Africa-and growing

up in Mexico were standard fare, and during the senior year of high school

which was traditionally devoted to English Literature (after American Litera-

ture was covered in the junior year), some attention was given to the'people

of Britain as well as their literature.

Until the mid - sixties, efforts at multicultural education were limited

almost exclusively to cultures of foreign countries, andlitt4 attention

was given to the dixerse ethnic and minority. groups within our own country. A
IMO
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publishing company which produced a text featuring racially integrated char-

acters could not sell it during the late fifties. The popular texts until

the mid-sixties fegtured a preponderance of literature by whites, and students

were expected to acknowledge this as the great tradition regardless of their

own ethnic or racial heritage. Study of language was as monolithic as the

study of literature. The prescriptive Latinate model of grammar was the rule;

the arbitrary usages which had developed in this country were regarded as

correct, and all dialectal deviations were denounced as incorrect. Students

who had the misfortune to be born intl. a home where a dialect other than the



one decreed as standard was spoken, were punished in virtually all their

.11

English classes.

The increasing self - consciousness of minority and ethnic groups .during

the sixties had an effect upon education generally. The minorities and

ethnics who had previously apologized for their differences from main-stream.

America began to assert their differences and even to demand that education

give attention to the culture of groups other than whites of Northern European

descent. Multicultural education began to have local implications as well as

international ones. The salad bowl replaced the melting pot as a metaphor

for the ideal United States culture.

English teachers, along with teachers in other disciplines, began to

respond to the demand or attention to other American cultures. Lists of

literature written by of minority groups were compiled, texts were

purchased, and teachers attended.in -service sessions designed to acquaint

them with literature which had not been included in their college' training.

It.was fortuitous that the paper-back revolution occurred during this period

,pf transition. English classes were no longer tied to the single anthology

and were thus able to incorporate works by minority authors more quickly than

if they hid to wait for the next revision of an anthology. The initial

efforts to highlight minority or ethnic groups in English classes and other

classes often came in the form of special events isolated- from the curriculum

as a whole. Black History Week or Chicano Awareness Days which occurred

frequently in the late sixties brought the works of minority or ethnic groups

into focus, but often allowed them to be seen as separate from the mainstream.

of American culture.
p

While English teachers were trying to broaden the traditional approaches

to literature, they were faced with compelling changes in.the study *language.

The work of Chomsky and his.followers showed the fallacies of the prescriptive

4.
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grammar which had dominated the English classroom for so many years. Labov

and others began to illustrate the logic Of dialects other than Standard

English, and English teachers were forced to recognize that :hat they had

been marking "wrong" for so many years might simply be considered different.

This is not to say that there were instant revolutions in English classes

across the land, but the new developments' in language study, coming as they

did in concert with efforts, to broaden the treatment of minority and ethnic

groups in English classes led to significant changes.

Mile the early approaches to multicultural education were often frag-

mented and halting, they did lead to the accumulation of a significant body

of resources., No honest English teacher today can say "I would be happy to

use more material by minority authors, but I don't know where to find it."

NCTE and a variety oC interested individuals have provided extensive lists of
,
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materials on virtually every minority or ethnic group, many schools have in-
t

service programs to acquaint teachers with'multi-ethnic materials, and guide-

lines for judging the multicultural quality of a textare readily available.

In the same way, no honest teacher of English today can say, "Those

(fill in the appropriate minority or ethnic group) kids just don't know how

to talk or write, nothing they say makes any sense." Studies documenting the

logic of non-standard dialects and the consistency of second language inter-

ference are available to anyone who cares to take notice.

With this initial phase of multicultural education in English over, it

ris time to consider new challenges. One of 'the current debates in the field

is whether multicultural education is better conducted as a separate enter-

prise or as part of the general English curriculum. Those wfio argue for its

separateness point out.that when multicultural material is incorporated into

the larger curriculum it can become a token effort. The one novel written by

a black or native American can be read anedtsmissed as the required exercise,
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not as something which belongs to a larger body with its own integrity.'

Further, students belonging to minority or ethnic groups will be deprived of

the group identity which is so vital to their feelings of self-esteem if they

are not allowed to study minority or ethnic literature with their peer group.

These are both compelling arguments and cannot be dismissed lightly. It is

true that many of us have been guilty of dealing with minority literature out

of context. Darwin TUrner warned us about this when he urged that minority

or ethnic literature be approached with sensitivity and "'awareness of the

totality of the culture from which it comes. He illustrated how minority

literature taken out of context can reinforce the very prejudices and siereo-

typtes we seek to remove.' It is also true that one of the underlying reasons

for emphasizing a multicultural approach in English classes isto give minori-

ty and ethnic students an opportunity to 'take pride in their own race'or group

rather than vainly trying to become something they are not, and group soli-

darity and identity are important components of this.

However, there are even stronger arguments on the other side. Idealistic

as it sounds, the underlying impetus behind the institution of multicultural

education was to emphasize cultural pluralism, to work toward a society where

people 0 all races, colors, political and religious beliefs can live in her-

nony in an atmosphere of mutual respect. We need only glance at a recent

newspaper to see that these goals arefar frain accomplished: They cannot be

accomplished if minority students are the only ones receiving multicultural

education ur if multicultural edudationis treated as an area separate from

the discipline as a whole. In a recent study of copmunity colleges, which

maintain separate ethnic studies programs, Crouchett discovered. that these

programs have little effect upon the general faculty"or their teaching.
2

1

Informal observation of high school courses yields the same information; as

long as ethnic itudies.are treated as a separate enterprise they will remain
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so, and the larger goals,of multicultural education will have been sacrificed

to special interest groups.

The limiting effecte of separate xa:lticultural education have another

dimension. Separating students into special groups for special education

because of the wroup identity which it affords them may well inhibit ti,eir

development of individuality. This is best explained by the pluralict fallacy

which Patterson dairies as, "The failure to recognize a basic paradox in human:

4

interaction: the greater the diversity and cohesiveness of groups in a society,

the smaller the diversity, and personal autonomy of lidividua's in that society."
3

If we encourage the development of separate multiculturaeducation, we may

claphasize group identity to the detriment of the individuals within the

group. Strength an4 cohesiveness within an ethnic or minority group are
9

developed at,the expense of the individuality of memb;,rs cf that group. We in

English, where individual expression is encouraged and even demanded, need to

think about the implications of separate Alticultural work. This is as true

in language as it is in literature. Black students are among the first to

object to the study of Black english if they feel that is doe6 not apply to

them,,qd we must be as sensitive to ttfair need for individuality as we are

to their need for group pride.

it is agreed that multiculturai content must be itcorporated into the

general English curriculum and not treated as a separate unit, we are still

faced with the problem of how to proceed Multicultural education is a highly

volatile area; a number of well-intentioned multicultural programs have been

14110 by the conflicting demands of various groups. People respond emotion-
ti

aly to multicultural education because it has direct effects upon their per-
.

ceptlins of themselves and others. Feelings range from hostility and contempt

to enthusiasm and delight, but people do respond emotionally when their accepted



speech patterns or favorite stereOtyped are brought itao question. Given
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this, special attention needs to be given to the methodology of multicultural

0;

education of the future. What we know about learning needs to be applied in

unique ways to-multicultural education.

In its

. .

most general terms, learning can be divided into affective, cog-

nitive, and psycho-inotor types. Multicultural education is concerned with a

mixtdre of affective and cognitive learning with emp. .s on the side of

affect. The goals of multicultural education are affective ones; respect fat

others cannot be' learned by cognitive means, but it can be learned when facts

and concepts are combined with methods to aid change in thinking. Theorists

such as Gagne and Bloom who have developed heirarchies of learning can provide

useful models for structuring multicultural material into sequences which

facilitate cognitive%learning. However, the more difficult question of how

0

the material is to be presented remains unanswered. The age of secondary

school students is exactly right for them to be receptive to the kind of

affective learning implied in multicultural education's goals. As Bloom

points out, the environment has the greatest influence during the greatest

period of change in human development., Thus, it is much easier for adolescents
c

to change their views of various groups than it is for their parents to do the

same. Further, as Erikson rebinds us, adolescence is the age of identity

versus rote confusion, the age when the developing person tries to establish

sexual identity as well as greater personal identity. Ii students can estab-

lish their own identities within the Context of a pluralistic society, then

there is reason to hope for future generatiohs with greater acceptance for

and appreciation of group and 'individual differences.

There are several learning theorists whose work seems especially appli-

cable to multicultural education. Ausubel asserts that meaningful learning

8
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'is that wtlich fits into one's system, and he develops a sequence of activi-

ties by which learning can proceed to this end. Rogers develops, along

parallel lines, the need for process j.n learning; he insists that experien-

tial learning is much more important than cognitive learning and has dembn-

q.

strated a variety ofsways to. implement this. The work of both Ailsubil and

. Zingers. have direct implications for our treatment of multicultuial material

if we believe that what we do in English classes has,any implication fbr the

society beyond our four walls. In like manner, Paths' work on values clari-

fication present strategies which cam be used to help students clarify their

own responses to multicultural material. Torrance's cork on creativity

offers procedures whiff can be well scripted to multicultural education,

especially when he outlinei methods of providing, non-evaluative piocedures..

De Eono's concept of lateral
4
thinking, which can develop new ways of assembling

given items, can be of kamense value in helping student; (and ourselves) become

more pluralistic in our. view of the world. .Bruner's "Man: A Course of Study"

is a prototype of what might be developed in multicultuTil education. The

goal of the course is to.rescuersocial studies from the familiar without

malemg.it eem bizarre. .Despite the current attacks on the cc..tse, it

preAents thods which could be highly useful to multiculturil education in

English classes.

, This list, is obviously scanty both in content and implication*, and it

is intended to be so. As we survey the state of multicultural education, it

becomes clear that we have ended the first phase.. The necessary materials

1.

have been developed`or made more accessible. The question} for the future is,

"What will we do with them?" We are now faced with the even more difficult

task of developing a coherent approach to multiCultural education, one based

on sound theory with an eye to the ultimate goals of multicultural education.

9
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To dO this wejmustleconsider the work of the theorists mentioned above end

many others as well. They have presented us with a basis from which to work,

and we must resist the temptation to grasp quickly at the first available

idea. If we do not consider the "how" of our multicultural education as well
2/

as the "what" we may be left to echo Eliot, "That i.s lot what I meant at all.

1%6
That is not it, at all." 4
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